FIELDWORK SEMINAR (FWS-UF)

FWS-UF 201  Fieldwork Seminar (1-4 Credits)
Students in the fieldwork seminar (which requires an associated internship or equivalent) analyze the structure, purpose, and culture of their internship environment in order to develop their ability to test re-formulate abstract concepts in light of actual experience. They may contextualize their internship experience in broader professional, academic, and autobiographical terms while learning to communicate their observations, insights, and reflections as part of a community of learners.

Grading: FAS Pass/Fail
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

FWS-UF 9201  Fieldwork Seminar (1-4 Credits)
Students in the fieldwork seminar (which requires an associated internship or equivalent) analyze the structure, purpose, and culture of their internship environment in order to develop their ability to test re-formulate abstract concepts in light of actual experience. They may contextualize their internship experience in broader professional, academic, and autobiographical terms while learning to communicate their observations, insights, and reflections as part of a community of learners.

Grading: FAS Pass/Fail
Repeatable for additional credit: No